e SpiritBridge

A Mythic Workshop
Life Journeys: Understanding Your Story

Workshop held at

e Spirit Bridge presents an exclusive Workshop with
the filmmakers of the award-winning new film,

Early Workshop
Registration Only

Ghost Ranch

Mythic Journeys

www.GhostRanch.org

Sunday, March 21

Tickets and Information:

9:00 to 11:00 a.m. & repeated 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.

www.eSpiritBridge.org

401 Old Taos Highway
Santa Fe, NM

™

$39

$49 after March 17

(505) 795-7029

Understanding Your Life As Story:
Creating The Next Chapter
By utilizing the timeless mythic structure of the Hero’s
Journey, filmmakers Steven & Whitney Boe will show you
ways to:
• look at your life as a story;
• recognize signposts that have helped
bring you where you are; and
• begin co-creating the next chapter full
of purpose and passion.
Imagination, humor, and embracing the wisdom of
uncertainty are incorporated into exercises and group
dialogue in this playful and meaningful workshop.
• Discover tools to unlock your passions
• Learn to say “yes” to the journey
• Focus your imagination
• Write the next chapter of your life
The Boes believe our
actions have a profound
effect not only on others, but on the world as
a whole. Their mission
is to inspire your own
personal transformation, bring your passion
vinto focus, and then take that passion out
into the world.
“eSpirit Bridge recommends seeing their
incredible film, but it is not a prerequisite to
attending our Workshop.”

See the film at:
The Center For Contemporary Art (www.ccasantafe.org)
1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe, NM
Fri. & Sat., March 19 & 20, 7:45 p.m., Sun., March 21, 12:00 noon
Then come to the Workshop on:
Sunday, March 21, at either 9:00 a.m. or 3 p.m.
Note: The film’s screenings and our workshop are independent
events, so please double check with the CCA for screening times
and admission prices.

www.eSpiritBridge.org

